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Therefore publishers are busy to create something very special and innovative in contents or subscription
schemes to impress upon the readers. WWM vii. Indian readers prefer Hindi magazines rather than English
magazines. I entered into an independent womanhood. From just four magazines in , WWM is currently
producing 13 magazines in India and worldwide. As maximum percentage i. There are 15 Indian newspapers
in the least. Online shopping Satvik shop, an online shopping website dedicated to organic and ayurvedic
products. Channel Margin xiii. Hawkers are individuals who do not have established customers and sell at
road sides, bus stands etc. Problem definition: What are the various aspects in which World Wide Media is
lacking behind in fulfilling the customers demand? It does not need any introduction. For example many
people asks about Gujarati magazines. I would also like to express my profound gratitude to my faculty guide
Prof. I was super elated. As they say, the first time is the best time. No response in problems: When the
subscribers faced the above mentioned problems, they were not responded well from the sales department. G
Language: Customers are well satisfied with the language used in the magazines. Filmfare has a cult status
amongst its readers resulting as evident from the periodicity of the magazine becoming from monthly to a
fortnightly since  And there are some people who are aware about it but they are not aware about the
subscription schemes. For learning English language, English newspaper is best and cheapest medium. The
customers now have huge options for selecting a magazine, as there are so many producers of magazines in
different language and increased usage of internet. My first published article in the national newspaper! V etc.
I even got the chance to play a reporter when they send me to cover and report educational events, and attend
the Press meets at the American Embassy and The Calcutta Press Club. Indian newspapers are the cheapest in
the world. The data has been collected through personal interview, door to door visit and telephonic interview.
It is published monthly covering A to Z of Indian and global celebrity lifestyle news. F Services: Services is
one of the main factor which helps in maintaining the customer loyalty and keeping the readership size
constant. Table of contents B. Where newsletters conveyed what was going in the capital to the father reach of
the Roman Empire. Through this finding of this report, I hope that the Industry in India as well as outside the
country will benefit. Print media was facing a squeeze due to the increasing popularity of television-initially
colour television and then satellite television. Launch of the Jobs portal Times Jobs. Newspaper companies in
India came to be projected as public service institutions after independence. Femina English Rs. It has now 13
international editions.


